Click the film title to find out more and to book online. For a full list of screenings or to sign up to our mailing list visit www.chapter.org.

**West Side Story**
4-6 January
USA | 2021 | 156' | PG | Steven Spielberg | Ansel Elgort, Rachel Zegler
A lavish adaptation of the classic musical brought to life by Steven Spielberg.

**The Tragedy of Macbeth**
4-13 January
USA | 2021 | 105' | 15 | Joel Coen | Denzel Washington, Frances McDormand
A couple’s political ambitions prove their downfall in this dazzling new adaptation.

**Titane**
4-13 January
France | 2021 | 108' | 18 | FL | Julia Ducournau | Agathe Rousselle, Vincent Lindon
A provocative and electrifying techno-chiller about a killer on the run.

**The Electrical Life of Louis Wain**
7-20 January
UK | 2022 | 111' | 12A | Will Sharpe | Benedict Cumberbatch, Claire Foy
The story of an eccentric whose playful art transformed the public’s perception of cats.

**Boiling Point**
7-13 January
UK | 2021 | 95' | 15 | Philip Barantini | Stephen Graham
A head chef juggles the pressures of a hip restaurant kitchen over one very busy night.

**Licorice Pizza**
14-20 January
USA | 2021 | 133' | TBC | Paul Thomas Anderson | Alana Haim, Bradley Cooper
Alana and Gary navigate first love in 1970s California in a magical invocation of an era.

**Cow**
14-20 January
UK | 2021 | 94' | TBC | Andrea Arnold
A close-up documentary portrait of the daily life of a cow on a dairy farm.

**Memoria**
14–20 January
Colombia | 2021 | 136' | TBC | FL | Apichatpong Weerasethakul | Tilda Swinton
A woman explores Bogota in this meditation on sound, memory and the human condition.

**Cardiff Animation Afternoon: Truth**
16 January
Various | 2021 | 79 | Advisory: 12A
These brilliant animated shorts explore our relationship with the world around us.

Audio Description, Soft Subtitles & Relaxed Environment available for selected films and dates. Parent & Baby screenings every Friday morning. For more information, please visit our website www.chapter.org.